Background: Central obesity has been established to be linked with increased cardiometabolic health risks. Waist circumference (WC), conicity index (CI), and A Body Shape Index (ABSI) are anthropometric proxy for central obesity. Maximal aerobic capacity (V O 2max ) provides an estimation of cardiorespiratory fitness of an individual. Decrease in V O 2max has also been established to be associated with increased health risk. Aim: The aim of the study was to find out correlation between central obesity parameters and V O 2max . Materials and Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted with 154 young adults (male = 90 and female = 64) who were in daily exercise. WC, height, and weight were measured to calculate CI and ABSI according to formulae. V O 2max was estimated by submaximal exercise test -1.5 mile run test. Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to find out correlation between central obesity parameters and V O 2max . Results: Mean age of male and female was 21.89 ± 3.65 years and 21.06 ± 2.92 years, respectively. Correlation coefficient between WC and V O 2max was r = −0.61 (P < 0.001), ABSI and V O 2max was r = −0.46 (P < 0.001), and CI and V O 2max was r = −0.59 (P < 0.001). Conclusion: Central obesity anthropometric parameters were negatively associated with V O 2max . WC showed higher negative correlation with V O 2max than CI and ABSI. Hence, CI and ABSI are not better predictor variable in comparison with simple WC for V O 2max . Further studies are needed to explore this association for general population.
Introduction
Central obesity rather than whole body obesity is being considered to have a greater association with metabolic health risks. [1, 2] Laboratory-based methods for measurement of central obesity involves higher cost, expensive instruments, and expert operator. However, for measurement of central obesity in clinical settings, simple anthropometric parameters may be used as a proxy of laboratory methods. [3] Along with waist circumference (WC), [4] conicity index (CI), and A Body Shape Index (ABSI) have been established to be associated with risk of cardiovascular diseases. [5] [6] [7] These central obesity indices can be calculated from WC, weight, and height of the patients.
Maximal aerobic capacity (V O 2max ) of an individual is considered as cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) and it can be measured by graded maximal exercise test with gas analysis. [8] However, due to the involvement of exhaustive exercise and requirement of well-equipped laboratory, submaximal exercise performance is taken as reference for calculation of CRF in a person. [9] V O 2max can be calculated from the heart rate response obtained in different levels of exercise intensity during a submaximal exercise test. A lower level of V O 2max has been established to be associated with increased cardiovascular disease risk. [10] With this background, the aim of this study was to find if any correlation exists between WC, CI, and ABSI with V O 2max obtained from a submaximal exercise test.
Materials and Methods
After obtaining permission from Institutional Ethics Committee, this cross-sectional study was conducted during the time span from December 2016 to June 2017.
Sample and recruitment procedure
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For reprints contact: reprints@medknow.com reported in a previously published literature. [11] In that study, reported correlation coefficient between WC and V O 2max in male was r = −0.745 and in female was r = −0.663. With these data, and α = 0.05 and β = 0.05, minimum sample size was calculated as male = 17 and female = 23. [12] However, this sample size was considered as minimum sample size and it was decided to include more number of subjects according to available logistics. Inclusion criteria for the "convenience sample" were age above 18 years, having regular exercise, capabilities to jog at least 15 min, and provided written consent. Exclusion criteria were any acute or chronic illness or deformity, subjects with any addiction of tobacco, smoking, and alcoholism, and subjects with any chronic medication. Subjects were briefed about the aim of the study and only willing subjects were requested to fill the informed consent form. After providing consent, subjects were interviewed about the presence of any exclusion criteria in them. Presence of any one or more exclusion criteria in a subject was considered unfit for the study.
Age and anthropometric parameters recording
Age of the subjects was recorded as a discrete variable in completed years. Standing height was measured by portable stadiometer in centimeter to nearest 0.1 cm, while subject was on erect posture without shoes or socks. [13] WC was measured in erect posture with light clothing at the end of normal expiration at the midpoint between lower costal margin and iliac crest with Fiberglass Measuring Tape Hi-Plastika 15 M (GK FML, Freemans Measurers, India) to nearest 0.1 cm. [14] Weight was measured by digital weighing scale (Omron Body Composition Monitor HBF-701) with 0.1 kg sensitivity with light clothing and without any accessories.
Calculation of obesity indices
BMI was calculated according to Quetelet's formula:
Weight kg BMI Height m = CI was calculated from the formula: [15] Waist circumference (m) CI= Weight (kg) 0.109 × Height (m) ABSI was calculated from the formula:
Submaximal exercise protocol
For submaximal exercise protocol, fixed distance test was used. The 1.5 mile run test was conducted on an open ground with track marking for 1.5 mile distance. Subjects were briefed about the aim of the study and requested to finish the distance in possible shortest time. A warm-up for 2 min was practiced before the 1.5 mile run test to ensure aerobic energy utilization. Continuous verbal motivation was done wherever possible. Time required for completion of the track of 1.5 mile was recorded by a digital stopwatch. Then, the time is converted into minute for using it in calculation. V O 2max was calculated by the formula: [17] V O 2max (mL/kg/min) = 3.5 + 483/1.5 mile run time in minutes. The procedure of submaximal exercise test is depicted in Figure 1 .
Statistical analysis
Data were entered in Spreadsheet and analyzed statistically in Microsoft Excel and GraphPad Prism version 6.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc., CA, USA). For all the analyses, chances of type I error was set at 0.05. Data were expressed in mean and standard deviation to compare the variables between male and female subjects by unpaired t-test. Anthropometric parameters and V O 2max were taken as continuous variable, and the correlation between two continuous variables was determined by Pearson's correlation coefficient (r).
Results
A total of 154 subjects participated in the study where males were 90 (58.44%) and females were 64 (41.56%) in number. Age, central obesity parameters (namely, WC, ABSI, and CI), and V O 2max in study sample according to sex is shown in Table 1. Pearson's correlation coefficient between V O 2max and central obesity parameters is shown in Table 2 . Scatterplot with trend line for relationship between WC and V O 2max is shown in Figure 2 .
Discussion
This study was conducted to find out correlation between indirectly measured central obesity parameters and predicted maximal aerobic capacity in young adult who was in regular exercise.
For measurement of central obesity, we used circumference-based measurement as it is readily available and can be measured in any settings with minimal instruments. WC has been established to be a better index of visceral adipose tissue, and an increase in visceral adipose tissue is associated with increased cardiovascular mortality. [18] This study revealed that WC is negatively correlated with V O 2max [ Table 2 ] in subjects who are regularly exercising. Hence, an increase in central obesity may be an indicator of less endurance capacity. The person with higher WC would have less capability to run for a long distance. Study on physically active middle-aged population as well as on sedentary young adults also showed WC to be negatively correlated with V O 2max in previous studies. [11, 19] Hence, exercise protocols should be aimed to reduce central obesity. This may help in the improvement of maximal aerobic capacity. However, the level of improvement in aerobic capacity along with decrease in central obesity was beyond the scope of this study. Further studies with a cohort may help to establish the level of improvement in V O 2max with decrease in WC.
The advantage of CI for assessment of central obesity lays in the fact that it includes adjustment of WC for height and weight. [20, 21] ABSI is derived from WC, and it is independent of BMI. [6, 22] Hence, theoretically, these are considered better parameters for central obesity. From this study, we found a significant negative correlation between these two parameters and V O 2max [ Table 2 ]. However, WC showed stronger negative correlation with V O 2max in comparison with CI and ABSI. If we compare the correlation coefficient with V O 2max between ABSI and CI; CI showed higher negative correlation coefficient [ Table 2 ]. Hence, applicability of CI as a determinant of poor CRF is better than ABSI.
WC can be measured by simple instrument, and it does not involve any calculation. However, for obtaining CI and ABSI, weight and height measurements and complex calculation are needed. Hence, WC is simply measured parameters which can be used to compare endurance capacity of individuals.
Limitations
This study has several limitations. According to the available logistics for the study, we recruited sample from a narrow range of age. Further study with wide age range may provide accurate result for different age groups. CI and ABSI are indirectly measured and calculated indices of central obesity. These are not gold standard test for the measurement of central obesity.
Conclusion
CI and ABSI both are negatively correlated with V O 2max . WC showed a higher negative correlation with V O 2max than that of with CI and ABSI which suggests that WC is better predictor variable for V O 2max . Hence, WC may be considered to be more informative for the status of CRF in young adults. Further studies with subjects of wide age range and different physical fitness level would provide us more generalized result.
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